A Complete Software Platform
Purpose-built for Construction
CMiC MAXIMIZES THE VALUE TO CUSTOMERS THROUGH ITS COMMITMENT
TO CONTINUOUS INNOVATION
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• 25% of the ENR Top
200 use CMiC
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• After the company
launched its full suite
as a cloud service,
more than 250
construction firms
have chosen CMiC in the
past three years alone

ounded more than 40 years ago, CMiC has a rich history in construction. With a
robust suite of highly configurable software, CMiC remains the only ERP and field
solutions platform that is purpose-built for construction. Unlike other software
providers, which have relied on acquisitions or “bolted-on’” integrations with thirdparty vendors, CMiC has built, tested and deployed a full set of capabilities on top of
a single database platform—and transformed how large and mid-sized construction
firms optimize productivity, minimize risk and drive profitable growth.
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• More than $100 billion
in construction projects
have been managed
through CMiC
• Nearly 10% of building
construction dollars in
North America run
through CMiC
S PEC IA L A DVER TI SI NG SE C TI ON

WEB INTEGRATION

CMiC
The CMiC platform seamlessly connects a construction firm’s entire team, from the
field to headquarters. With everyone—from site supervisors and equipment managers to
accounting staﬀ and project managers—working with a single version of truth, construction firms can ensure that their teams are moving toward the same goal: completing all
projects on time, within budget and profitably. The CMiC platform can be delivered as an
enterprise-wide platform—CMiC Enterprise—or as a narrowly focused solution for field
operations—CMiC Field.
CMiC Enterprise includes a complete set of unified capabilities. Financials—which
includes GL, AR and AP management—enforces rules and achieves compliance with
fiscal best practices and project specifications. Enterprise Planning enables proactive
resource planning, opportunity management and financial forecasting. Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) organizes and manages all content assets—from transaction records
and safety inspection reports to invoices and drawings. Human Capital Management
delivers best-in-class employee lifecycle management capabilities—from talent acquisition
and robust human resource management to payroll and employee self-service. Asset
Management controls materials costs, accelerates the procurement process and optimizes
inventory management. Corporate Risk Management ensures regulatory compliance with
all standards at the local, state and national level.

RESOURCE PLANNING

SHARE, REVISE AND APPROVE FROM
ANY LOCATION ON ANY DEVICE

A SINGLE DATABASE PLATFORM TO
MANAGE ALL OPERATIONS

CMiC Field enables a construction firm to complete complex projects with tightly managed costs and time frames. As part of CMiC Enterprise or as a standalone solution, CMiC
Field combines Project Management and Project Controls to enable seamless collaboration
and integrated project delivery. In addition, CMiC Field optimizes forecasting and resource
planning with its financial underpinnings, providing verified costs for every transaction
source. With anytime, anywhere real-time access through smartphones and tablets, an
intuitive interface, and all the power of the full platform, CMiC Mobile streamlines data
collection, workflow management and analytical reporting for a construction firm’s entire
field team.
Throughout its history, CMiC has been committed to putting customers first. The
company is privately owned—with no outside investors—so it’s always had the freedom
to make decisions focused solely on providing the best value to its customers. Instead of
getting distracted with external sources of capital or short-term investor returns, CMiC
has relied on the estate of its founder and its own cash flows to continue its aggressive
investments in product innovation. Furthermore, many of CMiC’s insights about industry
requirements and trends come directly from its customers. CMUG, a non-profit group of
CMiC users representing hundreds of companies across North America, has played a pivotal
role in driving CMiC’s product roadmap and investment priorities.
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COMPLETE PROJECT VISIBILITY FROM
CONCEPT TO CLOSEOUT
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